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When using MULTILIFT XR 2S with your light truck, your work truly blossoms.  
It gives your 3.5 tonne light commercial truck a real boost in performance  
and flexibility.

Type XR 2S

Capacity (kg) 2000

Gvw of the vehicle (t) 3.5

Container length (internal) (m)  3.0 3.0 - 3.5 3.5 - 4.0 

G-length (mm) 2700 2950 3200

Equipment weight (kg) 390 410 430

Tipping angle (º) 49 49 47

Hook height (mm) 900 / 930

Body level (mm) 135

Max. operating pressure (mpa) 18

Recommended oil flow (l/min) 15 - 20
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THE ALL-ROUNDER FOR  
GARDENERS AND MANY OTHERS

Small in size but  
a giant in performance
The MULTILIFT XR 2S has full func-
tionality for loading/unloading and 
tipping the body. Thus it masters  
the work you have with ease and 
exceptional safety. Whatever you 
need to transport, XR 2S can handle 
it. You can deliver machinery on site 
for others to work with while you’re 
free to fetch additional materials 
using a different body. No idle time, 
no waiting. Boost your truck’s 
productivity with MULTILIFT XR 2S.

Increased versatility  
and larger payloads
Using the latest 3D-CAD methods 
and modern production technology 
to design and manufacture the 
XR Light-Range, we have minimised 
the welding needed in construction  
to give you a stronger structure.  
The exceptional low weight to high 
strength ratio enables larger payloads, 
enhances the versatility of the 
vehicle and maximises its rentability.

Safety is key
As in all MULTILIFT demountables, 
safety is a key priority in the XR-series. 
Safety features include load-holding 
valves directly on the cylinders and a 
tipping lock mechanism. The XR-series 
meets all the minimum requirements 
of the EU’s Directive on the Safety of 
Machinery.

Technical data


